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About This Content

X-Plane 10 Global - 64 Bit - Europe Scenery is a free optional DLC that you can activate thru your Steam Client. It will give
you the default Europe Scenery.

About X-Plane 10

X-Plane 10 Global is the latest version of a simulator that has been in development continuously for almost 20 years. This latest
version of X-Plane 10 brings numerous improvements and enhancements for PC, Mac and Linux virtual pilots, unleashing the

power of modern systems with its 64 bit processing and multi-core support.

Designed to be the most flexible flight simulator it has a fully open structure that allows the enthusiast to change every part.
With thousands of compatible add-ons there is no kind of flying craft that is not simulated and there is a whole world to explore.
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Title: X-Plane 10 Global - 64 Bit - Europe Scenery
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Laminar Research
Release Date: 14 Jul, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7

Processor: Dual Core, 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: with at least 500 MB of VRAM

Storage: 80 GB available space

English,German,French,Italian,Japanese,Portuguese,Russian
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this is good
. damn

. Downloaded....tick....Not installed :(
Why not?
I don't know how to do it.
So does anyone?
. APPARENTLY ALL CONTINENTS HAVE THE SAME SCENERY OR ARE THE IMAGES JUST THE SAME?
ITS FREE SO WHO CARES? JUST SHOWS THE MANAGER ISNT EVEN BOTHERED TO TAKE SOME SCREEN
CAPS.. Same problem as Mosquito2306: Steam says that this Scenery is in the Library, X-Plae says it is NOT!. Dont worry guys
once you right click on x-plane in ur library and go to properties > DLC and check off all scenery. X-plane will update itself and
it will take a while depending on ur connection. this \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing software sucks.. it says it is in my library
but in the game it says that it hasn't and that i need to buy the discs or return to the demo region of seattle
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it looks so awesome and cool and like wow!!!. All the X-Plane 10 (continent here) scenery comes with the game but you have to
install it separately.. Right click X-plane 10 in your library and select "View downloadable content". You'll find Europe (and
others) right there to download. Once checked, X-plane 10 will automatically update itself. I agree ... the above message of
"Europe Scenery is already in your Steam library" is a little bit confusing, since it is not explicitly mentioned there.. not working
says that it in librery but it is not
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